
The 3Gtms Quick Ship Portal: Rethink what a 
TMS can do for your Customers

In an industry that’s often perceived to be commoditized, you’re constantly looking for ways to stand out. As a  
3PL, empowering your customers with an intuitive but comprehensive client portal makes their lives easier and 
more productive.

The 3Gtms Quick Ship Portal is built on a new framework that reimagines your customer’s experience and expands 
their shipment visibility. With an entirely new interface and streamlined screens, it resets your assumptions of what a 
transportation management system (TMS) can accomplish. 

Most TMS systems require shippers to search and move 
from screen to screen in order to accomplish daily tasks. 
With the Quick Ship Portal, everything is presented  
on simple, elegant screens that maximize the  
user experience.

A new interface and framework create an intuitive 
environment for untrained users. 

Differentiate your services with a portal that offers your 
customers everything they need and nothing they  
don’t, so work gets done faster and easier.

Give your customers the power of a full-function  
TMS – not a simple rating tool like other providers’ offerings.

Key Features 
•  Easy-to-use design helps any level of user work faster, such as getting a quote, executing shipments or

searching for exceptions.
•  Nothing to set up or configure; the Portal comes ready to use and can be customized with your logo

and color scheme.
•  Built directly into 3Gtms’ 3G-TM system, the Portal uses 3G-TM rates, workflows and user logins.
•  Screens that can be customized according to your specific workflow and requirements.
•  A simple mapping screen showing the shipment from origin to destination.



For Röhlig, a logistics services provider, the 3Gtms Quick Ship Portal differentiates the LSP from its 
competitors. “We’re thrilled to offer our shippers a Portal that’s clean, straightforward, powerful,  
and fine-tuned to their needs,” said Ryan Murphy, Vice President Domestic Transportation North 

America, Röhlig. “Routing LTL freight can be complex and time consuming, but the new Portal from 
3Gtms streamlines and simplifies the shipping process for our customers. We’ve been able to meet 

industry demands and differentiate our services.” 

Ryan Murphy, Vice President Domestic Transportation North America , Röhlig

We are a Different Kind of TMS  
Transportation execution is the glue that holds your supply chain together. Created for shippers and logistics 
service providers, our uniquely designed TMS manages all activity from planning and optimization through rate 
management, integration, execution and payment.

Fundamentally Different 
An architecture and design  

distinct from anything else on 
the market.

Most Flexible
The power to self-configure; 

unique routing concepts;  
proprietary algorithms.

Highest Satisfaction Rate 
The happiest customers and  

highest retention rate in  
the industry.
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